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Abstract 

Indian government is taking bold steps to galvanise the data economy through open 
government data platforms, smart city initiatives, and legal means. Many players in the 
domain aspire to leverage the monetisation potential of untapped data silos. However, while 
industry practitioners and public authorities look to categorise their data assets for 
maximizing usefulness, they have limited know-how and limited understanding of the data 
flow ecosystem. The primary research question of interest in this paper, therefore, is to 
understand what the key existing data categories or taxonomies are to promote good data 
governance. To address the query, we systematically reviewed prior research from academia, 
public and legal administration, and industry reports. We found that data users classify their 
data assets to address five broad pre-requisites namely, regulatory / statutory compliance, 
technical requirements, sociocultural and operational responsibilities, risk mitigation, and 
corporate policies or voluntary criteria. As the next step we will investigate examples from 
the industry to illustrate and expand the five board archetypes in practice. 
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1. Introduction 

This article adopts systematic review approach to formalise a categorisation of varieties of 

data and the underlying criteria to segregate them into different buckets. The proposed 

archetypes for data classification criteria will facilitate the future research agenda for data 

classification and categorisation in the context of practice. Section 2 introduces the concept 

and relevancy of data, data classification, and data categorisation. The gaps in the literature 

are defined with the outline of past research to highlight the need for categorisation of the 

data classification criteria, the identification of data varieties, and the cognitive approach 

behind the data classification efforts. Section 3 illustrates the methodology adopted to 

develop the archetypes building upon the scholarly literature and practitioners’ perspectives. 

Section 4 discusses the five proposed archetypes on data classification criteria: regulatory and 

statutory compliance, addressing technical requirements, fulfilling sociocultural and 

operational responsibilities, risk mitigation, and satisfying corporate policies or voluntary 

criteria. Section 5 discusses interdependencies, potential, and limitations of the proposed 

archetypes. 

What are data and information? 

Defining data is genuinely challenging, considering its multidimensionality, 

contextualisation, or territorial and sectoral applications. The standardised definitions state 

data as “the reinterpretable representation of information in a formalized manner suitable for 

communication, interpretation, or processing” (ISO/IEC 2382 -1:1993)i or “information in a 

specific representation, usually as a sequence of symbols that have meaning” (CNSSI 4009, 

2015)ii. Information referred herein can be either facts and ideas that can be represented as 

various forms of data, or as knowledge in any medium or form that can be communicated 

between system entities” (IETF RFC 4949, 2007)iii. Basically, information turns into data if it 

is represented as formally suitable for communication and processing. Data can be generated 

through human activities, from machines or sensors, or as a by-product of other processes 

(Banterle, F., 2020)iv. Entities made up of such data are called data assets like, documents, 

databases, websites, or any information-based resource or service (CNSSI 4009, 2015). 

Difference between data classification and data categorisation 

Both in practice and literature, data classification and categorisation are used 

interchangeably. However, research dive shows significant differences between the two. 

Broader understanding of categorisation by Jacob (2004)v highlights categorization of data as 
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the process of dividing the data into groups of datasets whose members are in some way 

similar to each other. The data classification, on the other hand, can be seen as the process of 

orderly and systematic assignment of datasets to one and only class within a system of 

mutually exclusive and non-overlapping classes (Jacob, 2004)vi. For example, information 

categorisation from the purview of security and privacy controls involves characterisation of 

information based on a potential impact on organisational operations or assets, individuals, 

other organisations, and the overall country after loss of confidentiality, integrity, or 

availability of the information (NIST FIPS 199, 2004vii; OMB A-130, 2016viii).  

 Hjørland (1997) distinguishes classification and categorisation based on the level of 

ambition in the scheme for aggregating or segregating data. Ad hoc classification can be 

termed as categorization and helps to organise data in a useful way with a low level of 

ambition. However, pragmatic classification is a purpose-driven and more ambitious than just 

categorisation, and scientific classification, is highly systematic, backed by research, and 

useful for knowledge management. For example, when data is arranged either region-wise or 

state-wise at any urban data exchange platform, then the practice can be referred as 

categorisation of data. Data classification is referred as a pragmatic, if it can respond to the 

higher purpose, say, retrieval of a particular dataset of interest and do not just club them 

together based on the likeness. Data classification addressing hierarchical features or varied 

dimensions such as origin, sensitivity, and use model of data, simultaneously, can be helpful 

in multiple scenarios, e.g., data access control, monetisation, or pricing. Such structures can 

be designated as scientific classification.  

 Jacob (2004)ix defines data categorization as the process of data organization 

comprises of identification of resemblance across datasets to aggregate them in buckets, 

called categories. For example, companies in manufacturing sector categorise their data 

across three major sections, design and development, logistics and production, and the after-

sales services (Mordinyi & Biffl, 2015)x. The data categorised across these sections are not 

strictly mutually exclusive and are categorised for ease of access across sections. Such 

categories are flexible enough to respond to new patterns of similarity between datasets. 

 Data classification abides to the systematic and consistent application of predefined 

principles governing the structure and interrelationship of classes (Jacob, 2004)xi. For 

example, personal data can be a class of any information that relates to an identified or 

identifiable natural person either directly or indirectly (Council of Europe, 1981)xii and the 
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data other than personal data can classified as non-personal data (FFD Regulation, 2018)xiii. 

These two classes of data are mutually exclusive and non-overlapping.  

Data classification techniques  

The classification-as-scaffolding is built upon the notion of cognition scaffolding proposed 

by Clark (1997)xiv and Engelbart (1967) xv. This approach equates the classification system as 

a function of retrieval methods and also as knowledge storage or teaching devices that 

support cognitive economy using external structures of hierarchical relationships and 

standardised or patterned responses. The casting of a data classification structure as a 

knowledge storage device points to the collated understanding associated with the label and 

the definition of the particular class in a hierarchical relationships that helps practitioner to 

include or exclude particular dataset in a respective class. This understanding also aids 

reducing the burden of information associated with related subordinate or superordinate 

classes in any hierarchical setting. For example, a company decides to classify its data (i) as 

customer (iia) and employee data (iib), and each of them into personal data (iiia) and non-

personal data (iiib). They also classify some of their datasets under personal data class as 

sensitive personal data (iiia1) in order to comply with the privacy regulations.  

 Classification-as-scaffolding reduces the strain on the class (e.g., personal data) to 

adhere knowledge aiding data classification as some of the knowledge is inherited from the 

superordinate classes (e.g. employee data) and will be inherited to its subordinate classes (e.g. 

sensitive personal data). Jacob (2001) reports that classification-as-scaffolding approach is a 

closed system with its relatively rigid or inflexible structure that is reluctant to adopt internal 

changes when practitioners apply it across domains.  

 Contrary to the prior approach, the classification-as-infrastructure is considered as an 

open system that is inherently flexible, receptive to internal modification, adaptive to 

conventional practices and biases across domains (Bowker and Star, 1999xvi; Jacob, 2001). 

This approach is based on the perspective of classification system depicted by Bowker and 

Star (1999) which is in contrast to the conventional approach of segregating entities across 

mutually exclusive classes with patently distinctive boundaries. They define classification as 

“a spatial, temporal, or spatio-temporal segmentation of the world” and classification system 

as “a set of boxes (metaphorical or literal) into which things can be put to then do some kind 

of work”. They argue that, ideally, classification systems have consistent and unique 

classificatory principles such as sorting entities by their origin and decent or as per their 
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temporal or functional order. However, in practice, classification systems may face the 

conceptual contradictions or people’s disagreement, ignorance, or misunderstanding. For 

example, differences, disagreements, or contradictions over class labels, definitions, or 

inclusion-exclusion criteria might be present between the data classification structures 

proposed by guiding legal instruments like treaties and their enacted variants like laws in the 

member countries. With this contention of Bowker and Star, Jacob (2001) further illustrates 

the role of classification-as-infrastructure as a social conventions associated with 

technologies and organisational practices to support knowledge management in practice. It 

can be inferred that this approach views data classification as an infrastructure that is deeply 

hybridised with the technological developments and organisation’s practices and is not 

adopted as a distinctive physical construct. 

2. Research methodology 

Literature review is used to understand the primary research question of interest in this paper, 

that is, to understand what the key existing data categories or taxonomies are to promote good 

data governance. Content analysis with a deductive approach is applied to the reviewed 

literature to increase the reliability of the coding scheme (Elo & Kyngäs, 2008xvii; Kyngäs et 

al., 2020xviii). The primary materials analysed include research articles, literature, and practice 

reviews, founding legal documents, international treaties, and law propositions to the 

American, European, and Indian legislative bodies (Table 1). 

 Categorisation matrix is created based on the asset management and information 

security management system guidelines in international standards, ISO 55000:2014, ISO 

55001:2014, ISO 27000:2018, and FIPS 199. Post content analysis, the papers are organised 

as coded text into pre-determined categories in the categorisation matrix. In the final 

reporting phase, all the results are consolidated under each category. 

 The coding scheme is operationalised in two stages. The first-level codes represent 

five major categories (namely, regulatory & statutory compliance, technical requirements, 

socio-cultural & operational responsibilities, risk mitigation, and corporate policies or 

voluntary criteria) and subsequent sub-codes are created based on the categorisation criteria 

adopted in the relevant literature. 
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Table 1. Structured data analysis matrix and coding scheme  

What are the key 
existing data 
categories or 
taxonomies to 
promote good 
data governance? 

Regulatory & 
statutory 
compliance 

Technical 
requirements 

Socio-cultural & 
operational 
responsibilities 

Risk mitigation Corporate 
policies or 
voluntary 
criteria 

 Privacy & 
security 

 Origin of data 

 Nature of 
content 

 Level of 
access 

 Purpose of 
use 

 Origin of data 

 Sensitivity of 
data  

 Use model 

 Nature & 
need of data 
collection 

 Format & 
structure of 
data 

 Complexity 
of content 

 Business 
operations and 
intelligence 

 Assignment of 
ownership 

 Criticality for 
operational 
compliance 

 Business units 

 Secrecy of 
data 

 Nature of 
producer 

 Nature of 
subject 
accessing 
data and 
assigned 
clearance 

 Sensitivity as 
per company 
policy 

 Granularity of 
data under 
assessment 

 Data storage 
preference 

Additional 
categorisation 
parameters 

Focus on data-
related 
fundamental 
rights and 
transparency 

Focus on 
technical 
characteristic of 
data 

Focus on non-
technical and non-
regulatory data-
related practices 

Focus on data 
security and 
data access 
related 
regulatory and 
non-regulatory 
aspects 

Focus on 
parameters 
adopted under 
company 
policies and 
self-adopted 
constraints or 
criteria 

   

3. Results: Archetypes of data classification criteria 

The purpose of data classification influences the selection of the classification criteria, for 

example, proposed use of data, nature of data users, technicalities of data, and statutory 

compliances in relation to the application of data. Data classification can be carried out by an 

individual in personal capacities or as an organisation’s employee either manually or with the 

help of programs, tools, and techniques. An individual or an organisation may propose to 

classify the data considering the several viewpoints including: to protect the fundamental 

rights and freedoms of the concerned to whom data belongs to; to fulfil the needs of risk 

management programs; to maintain the transparency in data management; to formulate the 

policies and managerial decisions; to optimise the data access; to monetise the implicit data 

value; to manage the solutions at either working directory/repository or data warehouse; to 

support and strengthen engineering production systems, units, and processes; to measure the 

properties; to manage or mine the knowledge from the data; etc. We cite a range of use cases 

and practical examples under these viewpoints establishing prevalence of the archetypes in 

the upcoming sections. 
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Data stewardship in designing classification criteria 

Data ownership is one of the primary dimensions in devising data classification criteria. EU 

Commission’s report (2016; p. 2)xix under the Digital Single Market initiative has affirmed 

the legal uncertainty around data ownership as the barrier for the free flow data. On the other 

hand, Banterle, F (2020; p. 216)xx alludes to the data ownership complexities by elaborating 

that a data ownership regime determined by contract, factual control, intellectual property 

like copyright and database rights, trade secrets, and data protection laws already results in a 

strong protection mechanism for data. Also, the gaps in law have been filled through 

contractual schemes and technological access restrictions. The non-rivalrous nature of data or 

overlapping intellectual property rights on data limit the control of data owners over their 

data to prevent the third party-reuse of data.  

 Some approaches directly address the concept of data control rather than data 

ownership (Poikola, et al, 2014; p. 9)xxi. Though it seems tempting to proclaim the data 

ownership to individuals, exclusive ownership rights are difficult to apply to data. In brief, 

legal ambiguity over the data ownership assignments or the presence of multiple tools 

controlling data ownership for diverse set of data-types add extra layer to the data 

classification perspectives. 

 In proposing the data classification criteria, whether at state-owned departments or 

private/non-government entities, regulatory and statutory compliances mandatory to data 

users, controllers, and processors contribute significantly. We embed and interpret these 

requirements in the first archetype (in the Section 3.1.1) below. The governments and 

administrators globally prescribe these requirements through standards (e.g. the NIST FIPS 

199); laws focusing on information technology and information security management (e.g. 

the US’s Information Technology Management Reform Act of 1996 i.e. Public Law 104-106, 

Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002 i.e. Public Law 107-347), data 

privacy (the US’s Privacy Act of 1974 i.e. Public Law 93-579, the EU’s General Data 

Protection Regulation, India’s Personal Data Protection Bill), intellectual property (IP) 

management (e.g. copyright acts, database-related IP acts), regulations for promoting free 

flow of data (e.g. the FFD regulation i.e. EU 2018/1807); executive orders or ordinances (e.g. 

the US’s EO12958 or EO13292); or guidelines and white papers by special task forces or 

plenary conferences of national or international agencies (e.g. the ECE’s Conference of 
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European Statisticians report 2019, Report by the Committee of Experts on Non-Personal 

Data Governance Framework, 2020). 

 In summary, data classification drives public and private organisations to better 

manage data assets, monetise implicit data value, and aids businesses to enhance the market 

share or incentives. It helps to understand types of data available, the location of data, and the 

needs of regulatory or access controls to protect the data or achieve mission objectives. A key 

to achieving this is the need to adopt a clear data classification strategy backed by explicit 

data classification criteria. Each of the following archetypes discusses these classification 

criteria in greater detail. 

3.1 Regulatory and statutory compliance 

Regulatory and statutory requirements refer to laws and guidelines focusing on the data 

rights of the stakeholders and transparency in data governance. This archetype encompasses 

the data classification criteria designed to address the regulatory and statutory requirements 

prescribed by various national and international agencies, standard-setting bodies, special 

task force, or plenary conferences. The criteria categorised under this archetype particularly 

focus on fulfilment of the legal provisions protecting fundamental rights and freedoms of 

stakeholders, enhancing transparency in the data management across the data value chain, 

characterising the nature of data assets as per statutory distinction, and prevent or combat 

crime. This archetype is distinct from the ‘risk mitigation’ archetype (in Section 3.4) and 

underlying criteria whereby the later addresses data security and data access control needs 

from statutory viewpoint. 

 The key to protecting the fundamental rights of the stakeholder or data owners is to 

give them control over their ability to decide about the fate of their data. This archetype 

consolidates the classification criteria facilitating compliance of privacy regulations or the 

right of respect for private life, address the right of self-determination, and abides by the right 

of secrecy of correspondence. Even though these provisions and their interpretations seem 

similar, they are slightly different and not identical from the viewpoint of statutory 

frameworks (Warken, C., 2018)xxii. For example, the personal data classification aiming to 

minimise the threat to an individual’s right to privacy strengthen right of respect for life 

(Mróz, K., 2020)xxiii. In practice, companies adopt ‘policy-by-design’ approach focusing on 

data classification of employee data to have transparency and grant control to the employees. 

Data-types in such use cases can use labels such as ‘do not use’, ‘use for statistical purposes 
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only (anonymise)’, ‘use with care - can be sensitive’, ‘use it, no problem’, and ‘I don’t know’ 

(Sahqani, W., 2021)xxiv. Similar data classification criteria respecting the right to self-

determination facilitate an individual’s control over data to decide grant of data-access 

parameters. The Nordic model, MyData, developed on this core idea equips an individual to 

be in control of their own data (Poikola, et al, 2014)xxv. On the other hand, the right to secrecy 

of correspondence can be achieved by framing data classification criteria abiding 

confidentiality. 

 The privacy acts and frameworks globally distinguish data based on the identifiability 

and sensitivity of the content thereunder. Personal data and non-personal data are major data-

types mostly governed by the separate regulations such as General Data Protection 

Regulation (i.e. EU 2016/679) or India’s Personal Data Protection Bill for personal data, 

whereas, EU’s Framework for the Free Flow of Non-personal data (i.e. EU 2018/1807) or 

India’s guidelines in report by the Committee of Experts on Non-Personal Data Governance 

Framework, 2020 for non-personal data. Most of the countries added an extra layer to 

identifiability by framing a data-type with higher level of sensitivity, known as sensitive 

personal data. Another data-type, known as mixed data which stands for the both personal 

and non-personal data linked to each other inextricably (FFD Guidance, 2019)xxvi. Another 

set of data classification characterises data based on the output of data processing (refer Table 

3A) e.g. identified data, pseudonymised data, anonymised data, and aggregated data. 

Identified data equates to personally identifiable data elements. The pseudonymised data-type 

are considered non-personal in nature, unless no additional information is clubbed to recover 

an individual’s identifiability (GDPR, 2016)xxvii. However, anonymised data remains 

unidentifiable even after the fusion of additional data (FFD Guidance, 2019)xxviii. The 

aggregated data loses individual’s indefinability due to aggregation of individual-level data 

(Hashimzade, N. et al, 2017)xxix.  

3.2 Addressing technical requirements  

This section refers classifying data assets based on their technical characteristics, technical 

users and usability of data, and knowledge management viewpoint. Understanding technical 

characteristics of the data may often be the first step in developing data classification criteria. 

This second archetype is distinct from others with its unique features of data classification 

criteria primarily seeking technical dimensions and measures of the data, or the content and 

structure of the data. It also focuses on the dimensions and defintions prescribed by Allen and 
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Cervo (2015)xxx namely, completeness (level of data missing or unusable), conformity 

(degree of data stored in a nonstandard format), consistency (level of conflicting 

information), accuracy (degree of agreement with an identified source of correct 

information), uniqueness (level of non-duplicates), integrity (degree of data corruption), 

validity (level of data matching a reference), and timeliness (degree to which data is current 

and available for use in the expected time frame). 

 This archetype includes the technical data classification practices adopted at data 

warehouses, working directories, or repositories. The data classification categories hereunder 

can facilitate different levels of summarisation such as metadata (the data defining warehouse 

data), current detailed data (mostly stored on disk), older detailed data (usually on tertiary 

storage), lightly summarized data, and highly summarized data (might be physically housed 

or not) (Han et al., 2012)xxxi. On the parallel lines, Krishnan (2003)xxxii reports data-driven 

integration for data warehouses where all the data in an organisation are segmented with 

respect to format and structure of data-type and associated data processing requirements 

abiding the business rules embedded in program workflows. Characteristics and examples of 

processed data categories are captured in the following Table 3B. The data classification 

categories can also be designed for file monitoring and tracking as seen in the case of Git 

index, file management, and Git status report identifying file-type as tracked (file in 

repository and file staged in index), ignored (repository files declared invisible or ignored), 

and untracked (files excluded from other two) (Loeliger and McCullough, 2012)xxxiii. 

 Such technical data classifications can also be carried out for fuelling knowledge 

management activities such as targeting data mining applications and construction knowledge 

discovery methods and processes. Stundner and Al-Thuwaini (2001)xxxiv report an interesting 

example of modelling methods like neural networks used to integrate different types of data 

into reservoir management. The model employs depth-related data (e.g. well logs, drilling 

data, core data), well properties (e.g. PI, skin factor, location), time series data (e.g. pressures, 

production history, well tests), and areal distributions/layer data (e.g. OOIP, permeability, 

etc.). The data classification can also be adopted for facilitating knowledge-led decision 

making or optimising time and effort for collection, processing, and quality control 

processing of data. Grundstein and Rosenthal-Sabroux (2003)xxxv have shown one such data 

classification method for the ease of decision making by extended company’s employees into 

three data-types namely, main-stream-data, shared-data, and source-of-knowledge-data. 
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Following Table 3B captures the various classification criteria and practices considering 

technical features of data. 

3.3 Managing operational responsibilities 

This section discusses profiling of the data assets to facilitate the operational efficiency and 

socio-cultural responsibilities acknowledged to individuals or organisations. This archetype 

taps into the data classification aiming to fulfil the sociocultural and operational 

responsibilities bore by the individuals or organisations. Data classification criteria, 

hereunder, focus on boosting an organisation’s operational efficiency. They help to classify 

the data at organisation for process-oriented tasks or goal-oriented tasks (Kato, et al., 2020) 

or facilitate design and development, logistics and production, or after sale services 

(Motohashi, K., 2017). Companies are generally advised (Gregg, M., 2006)xxxvi to adopt 

classification practices for both paper and electronic documents with the labels such as public 

data obtained by anyone inside or outside company; internal data not accessible outside the 

company; the data with limited distribution accessible to individuals with necessary 

clearances and each copy is uniquely identifiable and additional copies are never made; and 

the personal for data related to the employee’s details.  

 Companies mainly use two kinds of data, customer data and supplier data (Motohashi, 

2007)xxxvii. Customer and product hierarchy management are highly sought across companies 

and entail customer and product data relationships to represent company’s organizational 

structures. Hierarchical classification of the master data is the critical first step and can 

provide superior insights helpful to market campaigns, cross-selling, and up-selling. (Allen & 

Cervo, 2015)xxxviii Marr (2016)xxxix has also identified a challenge of managing huge volume 

and increasing growth rate of data hampering the ability to analyse it.  

 Public authorities have launched government open data initiatives and smart city 

missions. They are leveraging digital public infrastructure and data obtained therefrom for 

policymaking. Public sector is employing predictive modelling and other data science tools 

for prevention rather than for reactionary or remedial purposes. For example, government 

departments are using data mining to discover tax fraud based on links between companies 

and known characteristics of offenders (Barbero et al., 2016)xl.  
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3.4 Risk mitigation  

This section discusses adoption of appropriate safeguards to achieve desired expectations of 

data security and data access for both user and system information. This archetype deals 

with the data classification criteria ensuring data security and data access of user information 

and system information. Data classification is the fundamental first step to effective risk 

management in any organisation. FISMA (2002) has prescribed three data security objectives 

namely, confidentiality, integrity, and availability. On top of that, FIPS 199 (2004) defines 

three levels of potential impact on an individual or organisation after the breach of these data 

security objectives namely, low, moderate, and high. These levels of impact correspond to 

limited, serious, and severe/catastrophic adverse effects, respectively, on the organizational 

operations, organizational assets, or individuals associated. These adverse effect can 

contribute various levels of damages to organisational assets, financial loss, and harm to 

individuals. 

The archetype also encompasses data access-oriented classification criteria enabling either 

the enhanced access to data, to grant a role-based access control, or to provide a level-based 

access control on various data-types. A range of legal instruments in Europe, as cited in Table 

3D, enact the tiered provisions of classifying electronic data into categories called, subscriber 

data, traffic data, and content data. These categories were formed earlier (through the 

Council of Europe’s Cybercrime Convention) to help the law enforcement agencies to access 

and process electronic communication data which were further extended (through the 

European Unions’ proposed e-evidence regulation)xli to electronic data, in general (Warken, 

C., 2019). Article 2 of the proposed regulation distinguishes electronic data in to four 

categories. The subscriber data includes user’s identity, types of services used, duration of 

such use, but, excludes sensitive data such as authentication data created or provided by the 

user. The access data includes data related to commencement or termination of sessions or 

service including sign-in or sign-off details, user’s IP address, the interface used by user, and 

user ID. The transactional data relates to the provision of a service offered by a service 

provider that serves to provide context or additional information about such service. It 

includes the source and destination of message or similar interaction, device’s location data, 

date, time, duration, size, route, format, protocol used, and the compression type. The content 

data includes any stored data in a digital format such as text, voice, videos, images, and 

sound other than subscriber, access or transactional data. In fact, the proposed classification 

creates new data category called access data, separated from the transaction data.  
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 The information that is excluded from subscriber data, such as personal passwords or 

unlock keys, service bills or usage history, and others, is further categorised under the 

residual category (by the Dutch law) where higher level of order from prosecutor is required 

to access this information. On the other hand, the US’s Stored Communication Act 1986 and 

the Clarifying Lawful Overseas Use of Data Act 2018 classify electronic data into two 

categories, first – content data and another – as a combination of the subscriber data and the 

traffic data (Warken, C. 2019). 

 Data access focused classification criteria try to ease out the concerns and major 

obstacles regarding cross-border access to electronic evidence. Data classification can also be 

based on the level of access granted by IT personnel as per predefined policies and 

procedures. Caballero (2014)xlii has noted that the discretionary access control has become 

less popular recently which offers end data user or data creator to define the data access 

levels and mandatory access control is ‘more of a militant style’ in granting blanket access to 

a particular level of members in the organisation. 

3.5 Meeting internal policies and use requirements  

This section discusses data classification based on company’s internal policy provisions, 

voluntary guidelines, audit requirements and standard operating procedures to classify data 

assets of an organisation. This archetype encompasses the data classification criteria focusing 

on corporate policies and adopted voluntary criteria in an organisation. Organisations try to 

monetise their data assets uniquely, analytically, and synthetically. The logical first step in 

achieving the successful data-driven business model is identifying and sorting the data. In 

such mapping exercises, companies monitor the nature of data use, internally and externally 

(Motohashi, K., 2017). This further helps in managing data auditing activities at an 

organisation.  

 The data audit framework by Jones and team (2009)xliii finds the data classification as 

a crucial step that sets the scope of data auditing activities at an organisation. They advise 

organisations to classify their data in three categories, vital, important, and minor data. The 

vital datasets correspond to the functioning, efficient management, and protection of the 

organisation. The category includes the datasets that are frequently used by the organisation, 

being continuously created or added to, or are offered to external clients. The important 

datasets include the data for which the organisation is responsible, that are less frequently 

used, or that can be potentially used to offer services in future. Minor data category includes 
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the data that is not explicitly required for the organisation, or the data for which the 

organisation no longer wants to host the responsibility. The granularity of the audit 

framework-based classification can be increased by sub-classifying the important data as per 

the needs to retain and manage it on-site or the minor data considering the need of active 

data management or its disposal.  

 Data storage preferences can also lead to data classes such as primary data, backup 

data, archival data (Assunção and Lefèvre, 2012). Universities and academic organisations 

are adopting guidelines on data classification focusing on information security where data is 

classified into restricted data, private data, or public data (Carnegie Mellon University, 

2008)xliv. Restricted data seeks highest level of security controls as it includes an information 

whose unauthorised disclosure, alteration, or destruction can cause significant level of risk to 

an institutions and its affiliates. Such risk can be moderate in the case of private data and little 

or no risk in the case of public data. 

 Organisations also consider the durability and depreciating values of data assets while 

framing the data classification criteria to identify perishable data whose value declines once 

it is used, and durable data whose value of durable holds up over times (Stahl, et al, 2010)xlv. 

Stahl and team showed the application of these categories in decision making for optimal 

sampling and pricing of information products. Organisation seek to monetise their proprietary 

data internally by fuelling new product development, increase sales, effective marketing, cost 

reduction in manufacturing, improving existing products or manufacturing processes, and 

strengthening overall business management. To evaluate this, Kazuyuki (2017) surveyed big 

data use in the Japanese manufacturing firms. He identified that use of different types of data 

at company-level demonstrates a higher performance impact in Japanese manufacturing 

sector along with the variation in different usage styles by firm sizes. The study reported the 

frequently used data categories across three sections of production as – CAD data, CAE 

simulation, material library data (in design and development); manufacturing process data, 

logistics location data, purchase data, logistics and delivery data (in logistics and production); 

equipment operations data, customer complaint data, product defect data, call centre data (in 

the after-sales services). On the parallel lines, it is seen that the classification of data at 

mechatronic units (combination of mechanical, electrical, and control related components) of 

control system engineering or cyber-physical production systems engineering enhance 

functionalities of automation systems. The involved data is generally classified according (1) 
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to the related engineering discipline, (2) to the plant structure, or (3) to the data structures 

described. (Mordinyi & Biffl, 2015)xlvi.   

 It is interesting to see how data-driven organisations like Google classify their data. 

Google in its privacy policy (effective February 4, 2021)xlvii classifies the ‘Information that 

Google collects’ into two major categories ‘Things you create or provide to us’ and 

‘Information we collect as you use our services’. The prior category includes information 

submitted by users while creating or using Google account. The latter category is further sub-

classified into three namely, ‘Your apps, browsers & devices’, ‘Your activity’, and ‘Your 

location information’, whereas they include information collected by Google while users 

engage with their services such as information about users’ apps, browsers, and devices, and 

users’ activity and location. A portion disclosed after these data categories talks about the 

ways by which data is collected from third-party sources such as publically available sources, 

or their trusted partners including marketing and security partners, advertisers, and research 

services. Craddock et al. (2016) note that Google’s privacy policy dated 29 August 2016 

lacks the details of categories of personal data collected by them to ensure transparency in the 

data processing for number of reasons, most of them are still relevant for the Google’s recent 

privacy policy. First, use of the terms ‘that includes’ or ‘an example’ makes the data 

categories less exhaustive. Second, details are more focused on way of information collection 

rather than the contents of the data categories. Third, data categories primarily focus on the 

‘provided’ and ‘observed’ datatypes and lack focus on the ‘derived’ and ‘inferred’ datatypes. 

Fourth, data categories enlisted are not exhaustively linked to the purpose of data collection 

or its uses. 

4. Discussion 

The five archetypes of data classification criteria discussed in Section 3 are distinct, non-

mutually exclusive, overlapping, and complementary. An organisation can adopt multiple 

classification criteria from different archetypes simultaneously to fulfil its interests. The 

archetype risk mitigation (Section 3.4) involves but is not limited to the legislative provisions 

related to data security and data access control. However, the archetype regulatory and 

statutory compliance (Section 3.1) only includes legally binding requirements related to 

privacy or other fundamental rights but categorically excludes security and access 

dimensions. These archetypes help advance practitioners' conceptual understanding by 

providing knowledge about the classification criteria-to-be-adopted and shaping practitioner's 
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interaction with the respective criteria. These archetypes can change the way practitioners 

interact with data while adopting multiple classification perspectives to the same data in 

different contexts. The epistemological discussion in this paper also aims to advance the 

practitioners' conventional perspective of data classification that focuses on the nature of data 

assets (e.g., documents) by hybridising it with cognitive behaviour. 

 The archetypes proposed in the study seek the attention of practitioners to establish 

interoperability of data classification as a structure that varies sartorially. The study inspires 

data classification structure developers to consider the different classificatory labels 

representing the same concept or parallel concepts for the same label. The proposed 

archetypes can be a starting point in brainstorming to design the data classification structure, 

protocol, or organisational policy. The archetypes envisage helping organisations complying 

regulatory and statutory requirements of the state and pave a platform to extract implicit 

value by data silos. Practitioners can build new relationships across data silos and new 

bundling approaches whose value exceeds traditional groupings of information in an 

organisation. Adopting appropriate classification strategies and bundling approaches can 

potentially catalyse the way the organisation monetises its data or puts a price tag on its data 

assets. 

 There are limitations to these proposed archetypes as they are based on the existing 

examples of data classification criteria. Though the archetypes are ambitious to assist in 

exploring new relationships, they might need to be revisited regularly to check the inclusion 

of new or radical classification criteria. There is a need for contributions from academia and 

practicing communities to design standardised data classification structures that can facilitate 

the free flow of data across the data economy. 
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